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Multirobot	 systems	 have	 characteristics	 such	 as	 high	 formation	 re-configurability	 that	 allow	
them	to	perform	dynamic	 tasks	 that	 require	 real	 time	 formation	control.	These	 tasks	 include	gradient	
sensing,	 object	 manipulation,	 and	 advanced	 field	 exploration.	 In	 such	 instances,	 the	 Cluster	 Space	
Control	approach	is	attractive	as	it	is	both	intuitive	and	allows	for	full	degree	of	freedom	control.	Cluster	
Space	 Control	 achieves	 this	 by	 redefining	 a	 collection	 of	 robots	 as	 a	 single	 geometric	 entity	 called	 a	
cluster.	 	 To	 implement,	 it	 requires	 knowing	 the	 inverse	 Jacobian	 of	 the	 robotic	 system	 for	 use	 in	 the	
main	control	 loop.	Historically,	 the	 inverse	 Jacobian	has	been	computed	by	hand	which	 is	an	arduous	
process.	 However,	 a	 set	 of	 frame	 propagation	 equations	 that	 generate	 both	 the	 inverse	 position	





and	 its	 associated	 functions	 were	 organized	 into	 a	 Matlab	 toolbox.	 A	 collection	 of	 several	 cluster	
definitions	 were	 developed	 to	 test	 the	 algorithm,	 and	 the	 results	 were	 verified	 by	 comparing	 to	 a	
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humans,	and	can	perform	tasks	 that	are	 far	more	complicated.	As	 the	 tasks	 that	a	 robot	can	perform	
grow	 in	 complexity,	 so	 does	 the	 task	 of	 developing	 a	 system	 to	 control	 the	 robot.	 This	 challenge	 in	
developing	 a	 system	 of	 control	 grows	 even	 more	 complicated	 when	 multiple	 robots	 need	 to	 be	






in	 an	 independent,	 cooperative,	 or	 competitive	 manner.	 	 The	 term	 robot	 applies	 to	 any	 electro-
mechanical	agent	that	is	guided	by	a	computer	program	or	electronic	circuitry.	This	definition	allows	the	
MRS	scope	to	range	from	a	group	of	two	sensor	equipped	actuators	to	a	large	set	of	complex	humanoid	
machines	with	hundreds	of	 sensors	 and	actuators	 that	 interact	with	 the	environment	 and	each	other	
using	very	complex	decision	making	[1].	
	
An	 MRS	 offers	 many	 advantages	 when	 compared	 to	 a	 single	 robot	 system.	 Having	 multiple	
robots	 performing	 the	 same	 task	 can	 increase	 coverage,	 production	 scales,	 and	 redundancy.	 Other	
advantages	 include	 increasing	 configurability,	 more	 modularity,	 and	 the	 ability	 to	 share	 sensor	
information.	Some	benefits	of	a	MRS	can	only	be	achieved	as	a	result	of	robots	working	in	a	cooperative	
fashion	to	complete	a	task	that	an	 individual	 robot	cannot	complete	on	 its	own.	For	example,	a	robot	
can	hand	off	a	task	that	it	is	unable	to	complete	to	another	robot	in	the	system.	Robots	can	even	work	
through	 coordinated	 and	 cooperative	 behaviors	 to	 accomplish	 tasks	 such	 as	 manipulating	 large	



























to	 occupy	 the	 same	 space	 and	 result	 in	 collision.	 A	 variation	 of	 this	 technique	 is	 to	 conduct	 leader-
follower	 chains.	 In	 a	 leader	 follower	 chain,	 one	 robot	 may	 be	 following	 a	 ‘leader’	 robot,	 while	
simultaneously	 acting	 as	 a	 leader	 for	 another	 robot	 [11].	 These	 techniques	 are	 highly	 susceptible	 to	














Multirobot	 control	 has	 also	 been	 a	 growing	 interest	 in	 the	 field	 of	 artificial	 intelligence.	







of	 freedom	 to	 be	 maintained,	 and	 results	 in	 very	 precise	 control	 over	 individual	 robot	 control.	 This	
strategy	conceptualizes	an	‘n’	robot	system	as	a	single	entity	called	a	cluster.	The	desired	positions	and	
motions	 of	 the	 individual	 robots	 are	 then	 specified	 as	 a	 function	 of	 cluster	 states	 [18].	 This	method	





Cluster	 Space	 Control	 is	 a	 control	 methodology	 that	 allows	 for	 the	 specification,	 control	 and	
monitoring	of	 the	motion	a	MRS	 [14].	 This	 strategy	 considers	 a	 system	of	n	 robots	 as	 a	 single	 entity,	
known	 as	 a	 cluster.	 This	 cluster	 is	modeled	 as	 a	 virtual	 articulating	mechanism	with	 a	 full	 degree	 of	
freedom.		
In	this	methodology,	we	first	consider	R	to	be	set	of	robot	state	pose	variables.	These	variables	
describe	 the	 position	 and	 orientation	 of	 each	 robot	 relative	 to	 the	 global	 frame.	We	 then	 consider	 a	
selection	of	cluster	space	variables,	C,	 	 	which	describe	the	position	and	orientation	of	overall	cluster,	
	 3	
the	 shape	 of	 the	 cluster,	 and	 the	 orientation	 of	 individual	 robots	 within	 the	 cluster.	 This	 set	 of	
variables,	C,	 	 can	 be	 defined	 through	 a	 formal	 set	 of	 forward	 kinematic	 transforms	 of	 robot	 state	
variables,	R.	
C = KIN R		 	 	 	 	 	 	 (Eq	1)	
	
Similarly,	 we	 can	 use	 the	 inverse	 kinematic	 transforms	 to	 take	 us	 from	 cluster	 space	 pose	
variables	to	robot	state	variables.	
R = INVKIN C		 	 	 	 	 	 (Eq	2)	
	


























	 	 	 (Eq	3)	
	
This	matrix	of	partial	derivatives,	J R ,	is	known	in	Cluster	Space	as	the	Jacobian	Matrix.	It	is	also	






























In	 this	architecture	 in	 figure	1,	 the	desired	velocity	 control	 action	 is	 inputted	 in	 cluster	 space.	
The	 control	 actions	 are	 converted	 to	 robot	 space	 using	 the	 inverse	 Jacobian,	 and	 then	 passed	 to	 the	
individual	robots.	This	example	architecture	also	shows	a	feedback	loop	returning	to	the	controller.	
	




It	 is	 worth	 noting	 also	 that	 a	 different	 version	 of	 a	 controller	 for	 cluster	 space	 has	 been	







When	 developing	 a	 controller	 for	 serial	 manipulators,	 the	 most	 common	 method	 involves	 using	 a	
Jacobian	based	Controller	[20].	As	a	result,	finding	different	efficient	methods	of	determining	the	inverse	
Jacobian	 is	 essential	 for	 continued	 work	 in	 the	 field.	 Several	 methods	 for	 determining	 the	 inverse	






kinematic	 relationships,	 and	 then	 solving	 the	 system	 of	 equations	 for	 the	 joint	 angles	 [20]	 [21].	
However,	 this	 often	 cannot	 be	 solved	 in	 closed	 form.	 Geometric	 and	 trigonometric	 methods	 of	
determining	an	analytic	 form	of	 inverse	kinematics	exist,	but	usually	do	not	contain	the	full	geometric	
description.	Therefore,	 these	methods	provide	 solutions	 that	are	only	valid	 in	 some	 local	 vicinity,	 and	
often	allow	for	multiple	solutions	[21]	[22]	[24].	Other	methods	still	are	based	on	Denavit-Hartenberg,	
and	 rely	 on	 transformation	 matrices	 [23].	 These	 approaches	 are	 also	 limited,	 as	 they	 restrict	 frame	




solutions	 to	 the	 inverse	 kinematics.	 Hence,	 the	 inverse	 Jacobian	 can	 be	 calculated	 by	 direct	 partial	











	Several	 other	 methods	 for	 computing	 the	 Jacobian,	 particularly	 in	 serial	 manipulators,	 have	
been	developed	over	the	years.	One	method	by	Vukobratovic	and	Potkonjak	recursively	computes	the	




be	 determined	 by	 taking	 appropriate	 cross-products	 of	 in	 the	 individual	 joint	 rate	 vectors	 and	 the	
position	vector	from	that	joint.	Others	have	also	used	skew	symmetric	matrices	to	compute	the	Jacobian	




using	 a	 first	 order	 numerical	 difference.	 A	 small	 change	 in	 each	 joint	 (or	 parameter)	 is	 made	
systematically,	and	 the	 resulting	movement	 is	used	 to	obtain	an	approximate	numerical	 solution	 [25].		
This	 method	 is	 only	 sufficient	 in	 the	 vicinity	 which	 the	 Jacobian	 was	 determined.	 Furthermore,	
difficulties	 arise	 when	 choosing	 the	 size	 of	 the	 small	 difference	 to	 use	 for	 the	 method.	 Too	 large	 a	
change	will	 result	 in	an	 inaccurate	function	 if	 the	systems	dynamics	are	nonlinear.	Too	small	a	change	
will	lead	to	numerical	problems	and	greater	inaccuracies	[25].	
	
While	 finding	 the	 Jacobian	 can	 be	 challenging	 on	 its	 own,	 several	 problems	 can	 arise	 when	
inverting	 the	 Jacobian	 Matrix.	 Typically,	 problems	 arise	 when	 the	 matrix	 is	 singular	 or	 has	 a	 poor	
condition	number.	Other	problems	arise	when	 the	 Jacobian	Matrix	 is	not	 square.	 If	 the	 Jacobian	 is	 in	
numerical	 form	but	 is	 not	 square,	 a	Moore	 Penrose	 Inverse,	 or	 least	 squares	 inverse,	 can	be	used	 to	
compute	the	pseudo-inverse.	In	the	event	that	the	matrix	is	singular,	or	has	a	poor	condition	number,	a	






difficult.	 For	 this	 reason,	 some	 roboticists	 use	 a	 transpose	 Jacobian	 instead	 to	 create	 a	 dynamic	
controller	instead	of	the	Inverse	Jacobian	for	use	in	a	resolved	rate	controller	[20].	This	technique	can	be	








This	 research	 will	 present	 a	 systematic	method	 to	 compute	 the	 analytic	 inverse	 Jacobian	 for	
cluster	space	control	systems	given	only	the	geometric	description.	Similarly,	to	the	serial	manipulators,	
frame	propagation	will	 provide	 the	 foundation	 to	 the	approach.	A	 collection	of	Matlab	 files	has	been	
created	to	compute	this	 inverse	 Jacobian	 for	a	 large	variety	of	MRS	systems.	Creating	an	algorithm	to	








technique	 for	 generating	 the	 inverse	 Jacobian	matrix	 for	 cluster	 space	 formation	of	mobile	 robots.	 In	









6) Calculating	 the	 inverse	 Jacobian	 of	 all	 examples	 in	 the	 test	 bed	 using	 both	 techniques	 and	
comparing	results	against	each	other	as	a	verification	process.	







This	 section,	 Chapter	 1,	 provides	 a	 quick	 introduction	 to	 the	 control	 of	 multirobot	 systems,	












	 Chapter	 4	 presents	 a	 new	 formula	 to	 compute	 the	 inverse	 Jacobian	 for	 a	 cluster	 space	
formulation.	It	then	describes	an	algorithm	on	how	this	formula	can	be	implemented.	
	









the	 homogeneous	 transform	 matrix	 is	 covered,	 followed	 by	 a	 proposal	 of	 a	 new	 way	 to	 represent	
clusters.	The	cluster	is	then	characterized	as	graph	based	representation,	and	conventions	are	outlined	





A	 cluster	 is	 a	 system	 of	 “n”	 robots	 that	 are	 considered	 a	 single	 entity.	 These	 robots	may	 be	
located	in	the	plane,	or	in	three	dimensional	space.	Each	robot,	n,	is	free	to	have	“pn”	degrees	of	spatial	
and	 orientation	 freedom.	 Since	 the	 system	 is	 considered	 a	 single	 entity,	 a	 single	 frame	 of	 reference,	
known	 as	 a	 cluster	 frame,	 can	 be	 assigned	 to	 the	 cluster.	While	 the	 location	 of	 the	 cluster	 frame	 is	
typically	 chosen	 as	 the	 average	 location	 of	 all	 the	 robots	 in	 the	 cluster,	 this	 placement	 is	 not	 a	
requirement.	 After	 selection	 of	 a	 suitable	 cluster	 frame,	 cluster	 space	 pose	 variables	 are	 chosen	 to	























		𝑓 = 𝑝NNOP+ 		 	 	 	 	 	 (Eq	6)	
	
The	total	number	of	cluster	space	variables	is	q.	Having	fewer	variables	than	f,	(q<f),	leads	to	the	
cluster	 not	 being	 fully	 defined.	 Having	 more	 than	 f	 variables,	 (q>f),	 results	 in	 one	 or	 more	 of	 the	
variables	being	over-constrained	(some	variables	will	be	dependent	variables).		
	
Since	 cluster	 variables	 are	 used	 in	 describing	 the	 geometry,	 the	 cluster	 variables	 also	 have	
implicit	 constraints.	 For	 example,	 consider	 the	 cluster	 variables	 L,	M,	 and	 N,	 where	 L	 is	 the	 distance	
between	Robot	1	and	Robot	2,	M	is	the	distance	between	Robot	1	and	Robot	3,	and	N	is	the	distance	















		 	 	 	 	 	 (Eq	7)	
	
Where	 𝑅OO:+ 	 	 is	a	3x3	Matrix	that	describes	the	rotation	of	frame	{i}	relative	to	frame	{i-1}	and	
𝑃OO:+ 	 is	a	3x1	vector	 that	describes	 the	position	of	 frame	 {i}	 relative	 to	 frame	 {i-1}.	 In	 terms	of	cluster	
space	 control,	 these	 transformation	matrices	 are	 used	 in	 several	 key	 ways.	 First,	 it	 can	 describe	 the	
robot’s	position	and	orientation	relative	to	the	cluster	frame	which	 it	helps	to	define.	 It	also	describes	
the	 relationship	 between	 two	 robots	 in	 a	 leader	 follower	 configuration,	 or	 two	 systems	 in	 a	 leader	












cos(𝛼)cos(𝛽) cos(𝛼)sin(𝛽)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛾) − sin(𝛼)cos(𝛾) cos(𝛼)sin(𝛽)cos(𝛾) − sin(𝛼)sin(𝛾)











	 	 	 	 	 (Eq	10)	
	



















representation	 lends	 itself	 well	 to	 graph	 theory	 and	 to	 algorithmic	 information	 theory,	 allowing	 for	






















































system.	 The	 inverse	 position	 kinematics	 allow	 computation	 of	 the	 ‘robot-space’	 pose	 variables,	 the	













		 	 	 (Eq	11)	
	
In	 order	 to	 compute	 the	 inverse	 Kinematics,	 not	 only	 must	 we	 compute	 the	 individual	
transformation	matrices	from	each	vertex	to	its	parent	vertex,	but	the	entire	transformation	from	each	
robot	node	frame	to	the	global	frame	must	be	determined.	This	can	be	done	by	performing	a	depth	first	




In	 this	 proposal,	 the	 inverse	 kinematics	 can	 be	 found	 my	 finding	 the	 product	 of	 intermediate	
homogeneous	transforms,	such	that	the	homogeneous	transform	for	any	robot,	i,	is	found	by:	
	
𝑇OD = 	 𝑇m+D ∗ ( 𝑇mn
mno3p
qP, ) ∗ 	 𝑇O
mr 		 	 	 	 (Eq	12)	
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Where	d	 is	 the	number	of	hierarchical	 frame	steps	between	{G}	and	{i},	and	𝐶N	 is	 the	n
th	 local	








		 	 	 	 	 (Eq	13)	
	
Where	 𝑃OD 	is	the	position	vector	of	robot	i	relative	to	the	global	frame,	and	 𝑅OD 	is	the	relative	rotation	of	
robot	i	with	respect	to	the	global	frame.	
From	 this	 matrix,	 the	 position	 𝑥, 	𝑦, 𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑧	 for	 each	 robot	 i	 can	 be	 recovered	 from	 𝑃OD .	
Furthermore,	 𝑅OD 	 	 can	 be	 decomposed	 into	 	𝑅U 𝛼 , 𝑅X 𝛽 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑅Z(𝛾)	 for	 each	 robot	 i.	 Finding	 these	
yields	the	inverse	kinematic	equations	of	the	system.	
This	 shows	 that	 the	 tree	 structure	 described	 in	 section	 2.3	 accurately	 produces	 the	 inverse	







the	possibility	 of	 some	 information	 contained	 in	 the	 forward	 kinematic	 equations	 to	be	 lost.	 In	 other	
words,	if	one	were	to	try	to	isolate	the	robot	variables	from	the	system	of	equations	obtained	from	the	
propagation	technique	for	the	inverse	kinematics,	then	multiple	solutions	can	be	obtained	for	some	of	
the	 robot	 variables.	 This	 can	 possibly	 be	 avoided	 with	 a	 more	 rigorous	 method	 of	 selecting	 cluster	
variable	(see	future	work	in	Section	6.2).	
There	 are	 other	 similarities	 of	 this	 technique	 to	 the	 propagation	 technique	 used	 by	 serial	
manipulators.	 	 If	 a	 homogeneous	 transformation	 matrix,	 𝑇xy ,	 is	 an	 edge	 that	 describes	 a	 path	 from	
vertex	{A}	to	vertex	{B},	then	the	matrix	 𝑇xy ,	the	edge	E2	that	is	a	path	from	{B}	to	{A},	can	be	found	by	
inverting		 𝑇xy .	This	frame	transformation	technique	is	also	used	in	serial	and	parallel	manipulators.	
𝑇yx = 𝑇:+xy 		 	 	 	 	 	 (Eq	14)	
	
Using	 equation	 12	 and	 14,	 it	 is	 possible,	 although	 unnecessary,	 to	 create	 an	 edge	 from	 any	
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The	Robot	Space	position	variables,	𝑅,	 and	 the	Cluster	Space	variables,	𝐶,	 are	mapped	by	 the	
functions	KIN	(Eq	1)	and	INVKIN	(Eq	2).		To	map	the	velocities	from	Robot	Space,	𝑅,	to	Cluster	Space,	𝐶,	
the	 matrix	 of	 partial	 derivatives,	 𝐽 𝑅 ,	 known	 as	 the	 Jacobian	 Matrix	 is	 used.	 Similarly,	 the	 inverse	
Jacobian,		𝐽:+ 𝑅 ,	transforms	Cluster	Space	velocities	to	robot	space	velocities.	
	























{i}.	 Both	 the	 linear	 velocity	 of	 robot	 n	 relative	 to	 frame	 {i},	 𝑉NO ,	 and	 its	 angular	 velocity,	 𝜔NO ,	must	 be	
determined	and	written	using	cluster	space	variables.	These	velocities	are	then	propagated	from	frame	
to	 frame	(from	cluster	 to	 leader	cluster	or	 to	parent	cluster).	The	propagation	continues	until	 the	 last	
frame;	that	of	global	frame	{G}.	The	result	of	performing	these	propagations	for	each	robot	 leads	to	a	
system	 of	 linear	 equations	 in	 cluster	 variable	 that	 are	 assembled	 to	 form	 the	 inverse	 Jacobian.	 This	
results	in	mapping	cluster	space	velocities	to	robot	space	velocities.	
	
















𝑉NO = 𝑃NO 	+ 𝜔NO 	×	 𝑃NO 		 	 	 	 (Eq	19)	
	





𝑃NO 	=	The	derivative	of	 𝑃	NO or	𝛻 𝑃	NO 	
𝜃NO 	=	The	angle	of	the	two	argument	arctangent	of	the	position	vector,	 𝑃NO 	





𝑉NO:+ = 𝑉OO:+ 	+ 𝑅	OO:+ ( 𝑃NO 	+ 𝜔NO:+ 	×	 𝑃NO )	 	 	 (Eq	21)	
	












𝑉ND = (	 	qP+P+ 𝑅)	q
q:+ ( 𝑃:+ 	+ 𝜔D 	×	 𝑃:+ )		 	 	 (Eq	23)	
	
𝜔D = (	 	

OP+ 	 𝑅	O:+










frame,	 and	m	 depth	 level	 of	 robot	 n.	 It	 is	 worth	 noting	 that	 when	 j	 =	 1,	 𝑅	q
q:+ becomes	 the	 identity	
matrix,	and	when	k=1,	 𝜔D 		,	becomes	a	zero	vector.	
	










































































































































































Scalability	 of	 this	 algorithm	 is	 important	 to	 consider	 with	 respect	 to	 the	 number	 of	 cluster	
variables,	number	of	robots,	and	hierarchical	depths	present	in	a	cluster.	To	analyze	how	this	algorithm	




It	 was	 determined	 that	 the	 runtime	 increases	 linearly	 to	 an	 increase	 in	 number	 of	 cluster	
variables.	 In	 the	 algorithm	 above,	 there	 are	 no	 loops	 that	 are	 affected	 by	 the	 length	 of	 the	 list	
‘cluster_var’.	 	However,	the	length	of	‘cluster_var’	affects	how	‘varA’	and	‘varB’	are	factored,	and	how	
many	partial	derivatives	need	to	be	calculated	for	each	step	involving	a	differentiation.	If	we	assume	a	




The	 algorithm	 also	 scales	 linearly	 with	 an	 increase	 in	 the	 number	 of	 robots.	 The	 number	 of	







subroutine,	 needs	 to	 compute	 with	 the	 d-1	 vertices	 above	 it	 in	 the	 tree	 already	 solved.	 Since	 the	
































This	 section	 will	 describe	 a	 Matlab	 toolbox	 that	 was	 created	 to	 test	 the	 algorithm	 stated	 in	
Chapter	 3.	 It	 will	 outline	 each	 file	 used	 in	 each	 of	 the	 folders	 of	 the	 toolbox.	 The	 first	major	 folder,	





















































Asks	 user	 to	 arrange	 the	 robot	 nodes	 and	 cluster	 nodes	 into	 an	




Htmdefiner.m asks	 the	 user	 to	 enter	 the	 homogeneous	 transformation	 matrix	 that	
describes	the	position	and	orientation	of	each	node	relative	to	its	parent.	

























































The	second	major	 folder	of	 the	Toolbox	contains	 files	 that	execute	 the	algorithm	described	 in	
section	3.	This	folder	contains	files	that	work	for	clusters	with	6	degrees	of	freedom,	and	an	optimized	
set	of	subroutines	for	working	with	clusters	that	are	limited	to	the	plane.	Table	3	is	a	list	of	all	the	files	





invkin.m This	 file	 computes	 the	 inverse	 kinematics	 for	 each	 robot	 by	 tracing	 a	
path	from	each	robot	node	back	to	the	root	node.	It	then	multiplies	the	
homogeneous	 transform	 matrices	 from	 root	 back	 down	 to	 the	 leaf	
nodes	 (robot	 nodes).	 It	 then	 saves	 the	 results	 as	 a	 variable	 attribute,	
example.inv_kin	
dirinvjac.m This	 file	 first	 calls	 the	 program	 invkin.m	 to	 compute	 the	 inverse	
kinematics	of	each	robot.	Each	element	in	the	vector	example.inv_kin	is	
It	 then	 differentiated	 by	 each	 symbolic	 element	 in	 the	 vector	






























































































































































𝑚 ∗ cos 𝜃j+ + 𝜃 + 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃 + 𝑥j
𝑚 ∗ sin 𝜃j+ + 𝜃 + 𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃 + 𝑦j
𝜃 + 𝜃j+ +	𝜙+
−𝑚 ∗ cos 𝜃j+ + 𝜃 + 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃 + 𝑥j
−𝑚 ∗ sin 𝜃j+ + 𝜃 + 𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃 + 𝑦j
𝜃 + 𝜃j+ +	𝜙,
𝑛 ∗ cos 𝜃j, + 𝜃 − 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃 + 𝑥j
𝑛 ∗ sin 𝜃j, + 𝜃 − 𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃 + 𝑦j
𝜃 + 𝜃j, +	𝜙l
−𝑛 ∗ cos 𝜃j, + 𝜃 − 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃 + 𝑥j
−𝑛 ∗ cos 𝜃j, + 𝜃 − 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃 + 𝑥j
𝜃 + 𝜃j, +	𝜙






















































does	 this	 by	 taking	 the	 cluster	 tree	 that	was	 built,	 and	 traversing	 it	 accordingly.	 It	 is	 also	 capable	 of	
determining	 the	 number	 of	 degrees	 of	 freedom	 based	 on	 the	 size	 of	 the	 homogeneous	 transform	
	 32	

















Calculates	 the	 local	 angular	 velocity,	 and	 rotates	 it	with	 respect	 to	 the	
Step	2.5	and	2.6	
getthefinv3.m Calculates	 the	 local	velocity	of	 the	main	cluster	 frame	relative	 to	global	
frame.	This	is	the	step	2.10	and	step	2.11	







getthewthing6.m Does	 the	 same	 as	 getthewething3,	 but	 called	 when	 user	 enters	 a	 4x4	
matrix.	
 









This	 section	will	 state	 the	 results	of	 implementing	 this	algorithm	 in	Matlab.	 It	will	present	 the	
findings	 from	 10	 examples	 that	 the	 algorithm	 developer	 created,	 and	 an	 example	 from	 another	





Each	of	 the	 ten	 systems	 in	 the	Test_Bed	Folder	had	 the	 inverse	 Jacobian	 computed	using	 the	
functions	dirinvjac.m	and	invjacfxn.m.	Each	result	for	each	example	was	compared	element	by	











To	 remove	 any	 bias	 that	 may	 be	 present	 in	 the	 ten	 example	 clusters	 listed	 above,	 it	 was	
suggested	that	the	algorithm	be	tested	on	a	cluster	definition	not	previously	encountered	by	the	author.	








After	 discussing	 the	 cluster	 with	 him	 for	 a	 few	 minutes,	 we	 sketched	 out	 the	 robot	 tree	
together,	 and	 then	 entered	 the	 transformation	matrices	 into	 the	 cluster	 builder	 program.	 At	 first,	 it	
appears	that	the	results	are	very	different.	However,	after	running	the	simplify	function	on	both	results,	
more	 compact	 forms	were	 of	 each	were	 obtained.	 In	 compact	 form,	 it	 is	 clear	 that	 both	 techniques	










Currently,	 there	 are	 about	 200	 variables	 in	symbolicbank	 file.	 This	 means	 that	 there	 are	
enough	variables	to	describe	a	cluster	with	up	to	about	33	robots,	each	with	6	degrees	of	freedom.	This	
limitation	 can	 be	 increased	 by	 adding	more	 variables	 to	 the	symbolicbank	 file.	 However,	 clusters	
that	approach	this	limit	in	size	have	not	yet	been	tested.	There	are	also	other	types	of	cluster	definitions	
that	 should	 also	 be	 compatible	with	 this	 implementation,	 but	 have	 not	 yet	 been	 tested.	 Examples	 of	
































































throughout	 understanding	 of	 the	 mathematics	 involved	 in	 this	 computation.	 From	 there,	 a	 few	 test	
cases	were	computed	manually	to	ensure	proper	understanding	of	the	equations.	
	
Once	 the	 equations	 were	 understood,	 substantial	 effort	 was	 put	 into	 finding	 a	 graph	 based	









toolbox.	 A	 collection	 of	 several	 cluster	 definitions	 were	 then	 developed	 to	 test	 the	 algorithm.	 This	



























Further	 optimization	 in	 computational	 efficiency	 can	 be	 achieved	 by	 modification	 of	 the	
algorithm.	For	example,	the	angular	velocity	propagation	subroutine	is	already	computed	as	part	of	the	









multirobot	 system,	 and	 use	 that	 information	 to	 automatically	 create	 a	 cluster	 tree,	 as	 well	 as	 to	
determine	the	HTM’s	for	each	node.	
	
The	 forward	 Jacobian	 is	 also	 still	 computed	 manually.	 Finding	 a	 faster	 technique	 for	 quicker	
































































































































𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (𝑦, − 𝑦+ , 𝑥, − 𝑥+ )
1
2





























𝑇+D = 𝑇mD ∗ 𝑇+m = 	
cos(𝜃j + 	𝜙+) −sin(𝜃j + 	𝜙+) 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j




𝑇,D = 𝑇mD ∗ 𝑇,m = 	
cos(𝜃j + 	𝜙,) −sin(𝜃j + 	𝜙,) −𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j 	+ 𝑥j)














𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃j + 𝑦j
𝜃j + 	𝜙+
−𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j

















































𝜃l − 	𝜃j+ − 	𝜙j
𝜃 − 	𝜃j+ − 	𝜙j
𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (𝑦, − 𝑦+ , 𝑥, − 𝑥+ )
1
2

















𝑦 − 𝑦l , + 𝑥 − 𝑥l ,
acos
(𝑦l − 𝑦m+ , + 𝑥l − 𝑥m+ , − 4𝑙, − 	𝑚,))
4𝑙𝑛
− 𝜙j + 	𝜋	
acos


































𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃j,	) −𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃j,) 𝑚 ∗ cos	(𝜙j)


































𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j+ + 𝜙j + 𝑥j
𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃j+ + 𝜙j + 𝑦j
𝜃j+ + 	𝜙+
−𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j+ + 𝜙j + 𝑥j
−𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃j+ + 𝜙j + 𝑦j
𝜃j+ + 	𝜙,
𝑚 ∗ cos 𝜙j + 	𝜃j+ + 𝑛 ∗ cos 𝜃j, + 	𝜃j+ + 𝑥j
𝑚 ∗ cos 𝜙j	 	+ 	𝜃j+ + 𝑛 ∗ sin 𝜃j, + 	𝜃j+ + 	𝑦j
𝜃j + 	𝜙j + 	𝜙l
𝑚 ∗ cos 𝜙j + 	𝜃j+ − 𝑛 ∗ cos 𝜃j, + 	𝜃j+ + 𝑥j
𝑚 ∗ cos 𝜙j	 	+ 	𝜃j+ − 𝑛 ∗ sin 𝜃j, + 	𝜃j+ + 	𝑦j








































𝜃+ − 	𝜃j+ − 	𝜃m
𝜃, − 	𝜃j+ − 	𝜃m
𝜃l − 	𝜃j, − 	𝜃j
𝜃 − 	𝜃j, − 	𝜃j

































(𝑦 − 𝑦+ , + 𝑥 − 𝑥+ , − 4𝑙, − 	𝑚,))
4𝑙𝑚
acos







































































𝑚 ∗ cos 𝜃j+ + 𝜃j + 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
𝑚 ∗ sin 𝜃j+ + 𝜃j + 𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃j + 𝑦j
𝜃j + 𝜃j+ + 	𝜙+
−𝑚 ∗ cos 𝜃j+ + 𝜃j + 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
−𝑚 ∗ sin 𝜃j+ + 𝜃j + 𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃j + 𝑦j
𝜃j + 𝜃j+ + 	𝜙,
𝑛 ∗ cos 𝜃j, + 𝜃j − 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
𝑛 ∗ sin 𝜃j, + 𝜃j − 𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃j + 𝑦j
𝜃j + 𝜃j, + 	𝜙l
−𝑛 ∗ cos 𝜃j, + 𝜃j − 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
−𝑛 ∗ cos 𝜃j, + 𝜃j − 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
𝜃j + 𝜃j, + 	𝜙

























𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (𝑦, − 𝑦+ , 𝑥, − 𝑥+ )






























𝑇+D = 𝑇mD ∗ 𝑇+m = 	
cos(𝜃j + 	𝜙+) −sin(𝜃j + 	𝜙+) 𝑥j




𝑇,D = 𝑇mD ∗ 𝑇,m = 	
cos(𝜃j + 	𝜙,) −sin(𝜃j + 	𝜙,) r ∗ cos 𝜃j 	+ 𝑥j)
















𝑟 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j















































































𝑇,D = 𝑇mD ∗ 𝑇,m = 	
cos(𝜃j + 	𝜙,) −sin(𝜃j + 	𝜙,) r ∗ cos 𝜃j 	+ 𝑥j




















𝑟 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j










































𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (𝑦, − 𝑦+ , 𝑥, − 𝑥+ )
𝑦+ − 𝑦j , + 𝑥j − 𝑥+ ,
𝑦j − 𝑦, , + 𝑥, − 𝑥j ,



































𝑚 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
𝑚 ∗ sin 𝜃j + 𝑦j
𝜃j + 	𝜙+
𝑛 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j









































𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (𝑧, − 𝑧+ , 𝑦+ − 𝑦, , + 𝑥, − 𝑥+ ,)
𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (𝑦, − 𝑦+ , 𝑥, − 𝑥+ )















1 0 0 𝑥j
0 1 0 𝑦j
0 0 1 𝑧j




cos(𝛾+)cos(𝛽+) −cos(𝛾+)sin(𝛽+)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼+) − sin(𝛾+)cos(𝛼+) −cos 𝛼+ sin 𝛽+ cos 𝛾+ + sin(𝛼+)sin(𝛾+) 𝑙 ∗ cos(𝜃j)cos(𝜙j)
sin(𝛾+)cos(𝛽+) −sin 𝛾+ sin 𝛽+ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼+ + cos(𝛾+)cos(𝛼+) −cos 𝛼+ sin 𝛽+ sin 𝛾+ − sin(𝛼+)cos(𝛾+) 𝑙 ∗ sin(𝜃j)cos(𝜙j)
−sin(𝛽+) cos(𝛽+)sin(𝛼+) cos(𝛽+)cos(𝛼+) 𝑙 ∗ sin(𝜙j)
0 0 0 1
	
𝑇,m =
cos(𝛾+)cos(𝛽+) −cos(𝛾+)sin(𝛽+)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼+) − sin(𝛾+)cos(𝛼+) −cos 𝛼+ sin 𝛽+ cos 𝛾+ + sin(𝛼+)sin(𝛾+) −𝑙 ∗ cos(𝜃j)cos(𝜙j)
sin(𝛾+)cos(𝛽+) −sin 𝛾+ sin 𝛽+ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼+ + cos(𝛾+)cos(𝛼+) −cos 𝛼+ sin 𝛽+ sin 𝛾+ − sin(𝛼+)cos(𝛾+) −𝑙 ∗ sin(𝜃j)cos(𝜙j)
−sin(𝛽+) cos(𝛽+)sin(𝛼+) cos(𝛽+)cos(𝛼+) −𝑙 ∗ sin(𝜙j)





















𝑥j + l ∗ cos(𝜃j)cos(𝜙j)
𝑦j + l ∗ sin(𝜙j)cos(𝜃j)




𝑥j − l ∗ cos(𝜃j)cos(𝜙j)
𝑦j − l ∗ sin(𝜙j)cos(𝜃j)











































𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (𝑦j − 𝑦+ , 𝑥j − 𝑥+ ) 	+ 	π/2
(𝑦, − 𝑦+ , + 𝑥, − 𝑥+ ,)
(𝑦l − 𝑦+ , + 𝑥l − 𝑥+ ,)		
acos	(












acos 𝑟, + 𝑙, − 𝑚,
2𝑟𝑙
































cos(𝜙,) −sin(𝜙,) −𝑙 ∗ sin	(𝑎)





cos(𝜙l) −sin(𝜙l) m ∗ sin	(𝑏)
















−𝑅 ∗ sin 𝜃j + 𝑥j
𝑅 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑦j
𝜃j + 	𝜙+
−𝑙 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑎 − 𝜃j) − 𝑅 ∗ sin 𝜃j + 𝑥j
−𝑙 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑎 − 𝜃j + 𝑅 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
𝜃j + 	𝜙,
𝑚 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑏 − 𝜃j) − 𝑅 ∗ sin 𝜃j + 𝑥j














































𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (𝑦, − 𝑦+ , 𝑥, − 𝑥+ )
𝑦+ − 𝑦j , + 𝑥+ − 𝑥j ,
𝑦l − 𝑦j , + 𝑥l − 𝑥j ,
acos

































cos(𝜙l) −sin(𝜙l) m ∗ cos	(𝜙<)
















𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃j + 𝑦j
𝜃j + 	𝜙+
−𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
−𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃j + 𝑦j
𝜃j + 	𝜙,
m ∗ cos 𝜃j+	𝜙j + 𝑥j














































𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (𝑦, − 𝑦+ , 𝑥, − 𝑥+ )
1
2
𝑦, − 𝑦+ , + 𝑥, − 𝑥+ ,
𝑦+ − 𝑦l , + 𝑥+ − 𝑥l ,
acos	(














































cos(𝜙l) −sin(𝜙l) m ∗ cos(𝜙j)




𝑇+D = 𝑇mD ∗ 𝑇m+m ∗ 𝑇+m+ = 	
cos(𝜃j + 	𝜙+) −sin(𝜃j + 	𝜙+) 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j




𝑇,D = 𝑇mD ∗ 𝑇,m = 	
cos(𝜃j + 	𝜙,) −sin(𝜃j + 	𝜙,) −𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j




𝑇lD = 𝑇mD ∗ 𝑇m+m ∗ 𝑇lm+ = 	
cos(𝜃j + +𝜙l) −sin(𝜃j + 	𝜙l) m ∗ cos 𝜃j+	𝜙j + 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
















𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃j + 𝑦j
𝜃j + 	𝜙+
−𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
−𝑙 ∗ sin 𝜃j + 𝑦j
𝜃j + 	𝜙,
m ∗ cos 𝜃j+	𝜙j + 𝑙 ∗ cos 𝜃j + 𝑥j
































































function [the_cluster, node_count, cluster_nodes,cc,cp ] = cluster_tree( 
the_cluster, clustercell,node_count,cluster_nodes,cc,cp ) 
  
    y = the_cluster.get(cp); 
    if cp>1 
        y=num2str(cell2mat(y)); 
    end 
  
    fprintf('How many cluster children does %s have \n', y ) 
    prompt5 = input(' : '); 
         
    for i=(cc):(prompt5+cc-1) 
        the_cluster = the_cluster.addnode(cp, clustercell(i)); 
        node_count = node_count+1; 
        cluster_nodes = [cluster_nodes, node_count]; 
    end 
        cc= cc+prompt5; 




function [ obj_out ] = clusterbuilder2( num_robots,num_clusters  ) 
  
    % CLUSTERBUILDER2 - create your own cluster tree 
  
    %num_robots = number of robots in the cluster 
    %num_clusters = number of clusters to consider (main cluster + 
subclusters) 
    % Check number of inputs. 
  
    if nargin > 2t 
        error('clusterbuilder2 requires at most 2 inputs'); 
    elseif nargin < 2 
        error('clusterbuilder 2 requires at least 3 inputs') 
    end 
  
    robotnamer           % Names the Robots R1, R2, R3, etc.... 
    clusternamer         % Names the Cluster Frames C, C1, C2, C3, etc... 
    variablecreator      % Asks user for the cluster variables to be used 
    symbolicbank         % Loads from this variable bank 
    treecreator          % Arranges the tree into an Arborescence 
    htmdefiner           % Arranges the  HTM's 








% Creating a cell with the cluster frame names. Saves them symbollicaly. 
  
for ii=1:(num_clusters+1) 
    clusterarray(ii)= 'C'; 
end 
  
 clustercellinit = num2cell(clusterarray); 
 clustercell = genvarname(clustercellinit); 
 clustercell = clustercell(2:numel(clustercell));  
  
 for ii=1:(num_clusters) 










% Defines the homogenous transforms for each edge in the arborescence 
  
t = the_cluster; 
namt=t; 
fprintf('The Cluster tree we created is visible above. \n') 
prompt6 = input('Enter the 3x3 or 4x4 T matrix from cluster frame to Ground 
Frame \n >> '); 
            tst = prompt6; 
            sz = length(prompt6); 
            if sz <3 
                error('Not a Valid Homogeneous transform matrix'); 
            elseif sz > 4 
                error('Not a Valid Homogeneous transform matrix'); 
            else 
            end 




        var1 = t.get(i); 
        var1=num2str(cell2mat(var1)); 
        var2 = t.getparent(i); 
        if var2>1 
            var2 = namt.get(var2); 
            var2=num2str(cell2mat(var2)); 
        else 
            var2 = namt.get(var2);     
        end 
        
        fprintf('What is the Transformation from %s to %s \n >>', var1, var2) 
        subt = input(' : '); 
























function [the_cluster, node_count, robot_nodes,rc] = 
robot_tree(the_cluster,robotcell,node_count,robot_nodes, rc, cp) 
  
    y = the_cluster.get(cp); 
    if cp>1 
        y=num2str(cell2mat(y)); 
    end 
  
    fprintf('How many robot children does %s have? \n', y ) 
    prompt4 = input(' : '); 
  
    for i=(1+rc):(prompt4+rc) 
        the_cluster = the_cluster.addnode(cp, robotcell(i)); 
        node_count = node_count+1; 
        robot_nodes = [robot_nodes, node_count];  
        rc = rc+1; 








% This function names all the robots as R1, R2, R3 etc..... 
  
for ii=1:(num_robots+1) 




robotcellinit = num2cell(robotarray); 
robotcell = genvarname(robotcellinit); 
robotcell = robotcell(2:numel(robotcell)); 
  
  
 for ii=1:(num_robots) 
    robotsyms(ii)= sym(robotcell(ii)); 
 end 
  
 clear robotcellinit; 











% Lists some variables that can be used as cluster variables 
% If your cluster variable is not listed, please add it here 
  
syms a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z; 
syms A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V Q X Y Z; 
syms alpha1 alpha2 alpha3 alpha4 alpha5 alpha6 alpha7 alpha8 alpha9; 
syms beta1 beta2 beta3 beta4 beta5 beta6 beta7 beta8 beta9 beta10; 
syms gamma1 gamma2 gamm3 gamma4 gamm5 gamma6 gamma7 gamma8 gamma9 gamma10; 
syms theta1 theta2 theta3 theta4 theta5 theta6 theta7 theta8 theta9; 
syms xc yc zc xc1 yc1 zc1 xc2 yc2 zc2 ; 
syms phic phic1 phic2 phic3 phic4 phic5 phic6 phic7 phic8 phic9 phic10; 
syms phic11 phic12 phic13 phic14 phic15 phic16 phic17 phic18 phic19 phic20; 
syms phi1 phi2 phi3 phi4 phi5 phi6 phi7 phi8 phi9 phi10 phi11 phi12 phi13; 
syms phi14 phi15 phi16 phi17 phi18 phi19 phi20 phi21 phi22 phi23 phi24; 
syms tc tc1 tc2 tc3 tc4 tc5 tc6 tc7 tc8 tc9 tc10 tc11 tc12 tc13 tc14 tc15; 
syms tc16 tc17 tc18 tc19 tc20; 
syms aa bb cc dd ee ff gg hh ii jj kk ll mm nn oo pp qq rr ss tt uu vv; 
syms ww xx yy zz; 
syms AA BB CC DD EE FF GG HH II JJ KK LL MM NN OO PP QQ RR SS TT UU VV WW; 
syms XX YY ZZ; 





%This step allows us to create a tree 
% Let us create the base node, C, and start defining downward from there. 
  
display('Let us now start creating our cluster tree') 
the_cluster = tree('C'); 
node_count=1; 
robot_nodes= []; 
cc = 1; % Number of clusters we have assigned so far 
rc = 0; %Robot counter 
cp = 1 ;% Current Cluster position 
cluster_nodes = 1; 
  
while (numel(cluster_nodes)<num_clusters) || (numel(robot_nodes)<num_robots) 
  
    [the_cluster, node_count, robot_nodes,rc] = ... 
    robot_tree( the_cluster,robotcell,node_count,robot_nodes, rc,cp); 
     
    [the_cluster, node_count, cluster_nodes, cc,cp ] = ... 
    cluster_tree( the_cluster, clustercell,node_count,cluster_nodes, cc,cp); 
end 
  
fprintf(' \n \n \n \n '); 
disp(the_cluster.tostring) 




% This program accepts the users input about which variables to use 
  
display('What Cluster variables will you use?'); 
display('Please state your variables with no commas') 
prompt3 = input('Example: a b c d xc yc phi1 \n >> ', 's'); 
prompt3 = strsplit(prompt3); 
  
for ii=1:numel(prompt3) 




assume(variablesyms>0);             % Assumes variables are positive only 






function [ d_invjac, cluster ] = dirinvjac(cluster, opt1) 
  
% This will use the htm to compute the inverse kinematics, then solve for 
% the inverse Jacobian 
% If 2 is chosen in the option 1 field, then the calculation assumed a 4x4 
% transformation matrix that can be optimized for a 3x3 case. 
  
    if nargin > 2 
        error('dirinvjac requires at most 2 inputs'); 
    elseif nargin ==2 
        [inv_kin, cluster] = invkin(cluster, opt1); 
    elseif nargin ==1 
        [inv_kin, cluster] = invkin(cluster); 
    elseif nargin < 1 
        error('dirinvjac requires at least 1 input') 
    end 
  
    d_invjac = jacobian(inv_kin,cluster.var); 
    cluster.dirinvjac = d_invjac; 
end 




 function [ inv_kin, cluster ] = invkin(cluster, opt1) 
  
% This fxn uses the htm to get the inverse kinematics. 
% It automatically defaults to option0 or option 1 based on the size of the 
	 68	
% homogeneous transform matices 
% Option 2 is an optimized version of Option 0. If selected, the program 
% assumes the cluster is in the z=0 plane, and optimizes the matrix 
% multiplication accordingly. 
  
    if nargin > 2 
        error('invkin requires at most 2 inputs'); 
         
    elseif nargin ==1 
            tst = cluster.htm_tree.get(cluster.robotnodes(1)); 
            sz = length(tst); 
            if sz == 4 
                opt1 = 0; 
            elseif sz == 3 
                opt1= 1; 
            else 
                error('This cluster has invalid transformation matrices'); 
            end 
    elseif nargin < 1 
        error('clusterbuilder 2 requires at least 1 input') 
    end 
  
    page = 1; y=5;         %Initializaing some variables 
  
%Option1 == 0 - Case where the matrices are 4x4 matrices 
  
if opt1==0 
     
    for i=cluster.robotnodes 
        y=i; 
        x = cluster.htm_tree.get(i); 
        y = cluster.htm_tree.getparent(i); 
        while y>0 
            x = cluster.htm_tree.get(y)*x; 
            y = cluster.htm_tree.getparent(y); 
        end          
    
        T(:,:,page)=x; 
        page = page+1; 
    end 
  
    inv_kin = []; 
    page = page-1; 
     
    for i=1:page 
        ry = asin(-T(3,1,i)); 
        rz =asin(T(2,1,i)/cos(ry)); 
        rx =asin(T(3,2,i)/cos(ry)); 
        inv_kin = [inv_kin; T(1:3,4,i); rx;ry;rz]; 
        inv_kin = simplify(inv_kin); 
    end 
    cluster.inv_kin=inv_kin; 
  
  
%Option1 ==1 - Case where the HTM Matrices are 3x3 case 
elseif opt1==1 
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    for i=cluster.robotnodes 
       y=i; 
       x = cluster.htm_tree.get(i); 
       y = cluster.htm_tree.getparent(i); 
       while y>0 
            x = cluster.htm_tree.get(y)*x; 
            y = cluster.htm_tree.getparent(y); 
       end  
  
       T(:,:,page)=x; 
       page = page+1; 
    end 
  
    inv_kin = []; 
    page = page-1; 
     
    for i=1:page 
         inv_kin = [inv_kin; T(1:2,3,i); acos(T(1,1,i))]; 
         inv_kin = simplify(inv_kin); 
    end 
    cluster.inv_kin=inv_kin; 
  
  
%Option 2 - Solving the 4x4 case as the 3x3 case 
else 
    page =1; 
    y=5; 
    for i=cluster.robotnodes 
        y=i; 
        x = cluster.htm_tree.get(i); 
        x = x([1,2,4],[1,2,4]); 
        y = cluster.htm_tree.getparent(i); 
        while y>0 
            z= cluster.htm_tree.get(y); 
            x = z([1,2,4],[1,2,4])*x; 
            y = cluster.htm_tree.getparent(y); 
        end   
       T(:,:,page)=x; 
        page = page+1; 
    end 
  
    inv_kin = []; 
    page = page-1; 
     
    for i=1:page 
        inv_kin = [inv_kin; T(1:2,4,i); acos(T(1,1,i))]; 
        inv_kin = simplify(inv_kin); 
    end 












function [ RR ] = gettheRR3( t, current_node) 
  
% This function computes the product of all rotations from ground to 
% current node. 
% Calculates the product of rotations for the current node. 
% Does Step A.2 of Section 3. Only  works with 3 Degrees of Freedom (3DOF) 
     
    RR = eye(2); 
    y = t.getparent(current_node);      
     
    while y>0 
        FTpar = t.get(y); 
        Rpar = FTpar(1:2,1:2); 
        RR = Rpar *RR; 
        y= t.getparent(y); 
    end 
     






function [ RR ] = gettheRR6( t, current_node) 
  
% This function computes the product of all rotations from ground to 
% current node.  
% The same as gettheRR3, but is only called when dealing with more than  
% 3DOF per robot. 
  
  
    RR = eye(3); 
    y = t.getparent(current_node);      
     
    while y>0 
        FTpar = t.get(y); 
        Rpar = FTpar(1:3,1:3); 
        RR = Rpar *RR; 
        y= t.getparent(y); 
    end 
     






function [ ppjac ,px,py] = getthev3(current_node,t, i,variablesyms,dof) 
  
% Calculates the local velocity of one frame relative to its parent.  
% Performs step A.3 
  
    trans = t.get(current_node); 
    px = trans(1,3); 
    py =trans(2,3); 
    ppjac((1+(dof*(i-1))),:) = jacobian(px,variablesyms); 
    ppjac((2+(dof*(i-1))),:) = jacobian(py,variablesyms); 




function [ ppjac ,px,py,pz] = getthev6(  current_node,t, i,variablesyms,tpg) 
  
% This function gets the local velocity of each robot. See also geththev3 
  
    trans = t.get(current_node); 
    px = trans(1,4); 
    py =trans(2,4); 
    pz = trans(3,4); 
    ppjac((1+(tpg*(i-1))),:) = jacobian(px,variablesyms); 
    ppjac((2+(tpg*(i-1))),:) = jacobian(py,variablesyms); 
    ppjac((3+(tpg*(i-1))),:) = jacobian(pz,variablesyms); 





function [ inv_jac_prop , cluster] = invjacfxn(cluster) 
% This function solves for the inverse Jacobian using a propagation 
% technique. It first checks the size of the T matrices, and executes the 
% algorithm. 
% This function, in its current form, does not have an optimization for 4x4 
% matrices that are limited to the xy plane. 
% Furthermore, this algorithm doesn't work if a cluster variable is used to 
% define an actuation state. 
  
% Determining to run 3 DOF case or 6 DOF 
    sz = length(cluster.htm_tree.get(cluster.robotnodes(1))); 
    if sz == 4 
        opt1 = 0; dof = 6; 
    elseif sz == 3 
        opt1= 1; dof = 3; 
    else 
        error('This cluster has invalid transformation matrices'); 




% Propagation Algorithm 
  
    if opt1 == 1 
  
        for i=1:numel(cluster.robotnodes) 
            current_node = cluster.robotnodes(i); 
            parent_node = cluster.htm_tree.getparent(current_node); 
            rrall = zeros(1,numel(cluster.var)); 
            rrall= sym(rrall); 
            rrall2=rrall; 
  
            while parent_node>0 
                [RR] = gettheRR3( cluster.htm_tree,current_node);                                  
% Product of rotations, RR 
                [ppjac, px, py ] = getthev3( current_node,cluster.htm_tree, 
i,cluster.var,dof);      %local Velocity (linear component) 
                v_rotated((1 + (dof*(i-1))),:) = ppjac((1+(dof*(i-
1))),:)*(RR(1,1))+ ppjac((2+(dof*(i-1))),:)*RR(1,2); %Local Velocity 
                v_rotated((2 + (dof*(i-1))),:) = ppjac((1+(dof*(i-
1))),:)*(RR(2,1))+ ppjac((2+(dof*(i-1))),:)*RR(2,2); %Rotated 
                [RRwxp, RRwyp] = rotatedwxp3( cluster.htm_tree, current_node, 
cluster.var,RR,py,px ); % Global angular Velocity rotated 
                rrall = rrall +(v_rotated((1+(dof*(i-1))),:) +RRwxp);                                 
% Summing after each iteration 
                rrall2 =rrall2 +(v_rotated((2+(dof*(i-1))),:) +RRwyp);                                
% Summing after each iteration 
                current_node = parent_node;                                                           
% Updating current node 
                parent_node = cluster.htm_tree.getparent(current_node);                               
%Updating parent node 
            end 
  
            [wvarray] = thefinv3( cluster.htm_tree, current_node ,cluster.var 
);  % Adding the final Velocity Term 
            current_node = cluster.robotnodes(i);                                 
% Recalling current node 
            [wxarray] = thewthing3( cluster.htm_tree, current_node, 
cluster.var); % Product of rotations 
  
            inv_jac_prop((1+(dof*(i-1))),:) = rrall + wvarray(1,:);  % 
Assembling into one matrix 
            inv_jac_prop((2+(dof*(i-1))),:) = rrall2 + wvarray(2,:); % 
Assembling into one matrix 
            inv_jac_prop((3+(dof*(i-1))),:) = wxarray;              % 
Assembling into one matrix 
  
            cluster.propinvjac = inv_jac_prop;                       % Adds 
jacobian to cluster structure 
  
        end 
  
  
    else 
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        for i=1:numel(cluster.robotnodes) 
            current_node = cluster.robotnodes(i); 
            parent_node = cluster.htm_tree.getparent(current_node); 
            rrall = zeros(1,numel(cluster.var)); 
            rrall= sym(rrall); 
            rrall2=rrall; 
            rrall3 = rrall2; 
  
            while parent_node>0 
                [RR ] = gettheRR6( cluster.htm_tree,current_node); 
                [ppjac, px, py,pz ] = getthev6( 
current_node,cluster.htm_tree, i,cluster.var,dof); 
                v_rotated((1 + (dof*(i-1))),:) = ppjac((1+(dof*(i-
1))),:)*(RR(1,1))+ ppjac((2+(dof*(i-1))),:)*RR(1,2) + ppjac((3+(dof*(i-
1))),:)*RR(1,3); 
                v_rotated((2 + (dof*(i-1))),:) = ppjac((1+(dof*(i-
1))),:)*(RR(2,1))+ ppjac((2+(dof*(i-1))),:)*RR(2,2) + ppjac((3+(dof*(i-
1))),:)*RR(2,3); 
                v_rotated((3 + (dof*(i-1))),:) = ppjac((1+(dof*(i-
1))),:)*(RR(3,1))+ ppjac((2+(dof*(i-1))),:)*RR(3,2) + ppjac((3+(dof*(i-
1))),:)*RR(3,3); 
                [RRwxp, RRwyp, RRwzp ] = rotatedwxp6( cluster.htm_tree, 
current_node, cluster.var,RR,py,px, pz ); 
                rrall = rrall +(v_rotated((1+(dof*(i-1))),:) +RRwxp); 
                rrall2 = rrall2 +(v_rotated((2+(dof*(i-1))),:) +RRwyp); 
                rrall3 = rrall3 + (v_rotated((3+(dof*(i-1))),:) +RRwzp); 
                current_node = parent_node; 
                parent_node = cluster.htm_tree.getparent(current_node); 
            end 
  
            [wvarray ] = thefinv6( cluster.htm_tree, current_node 
,cluster.var ); 
            current_node = cluster.robotnodes(i); 
            [wxarray ] = thewthing6( cluster.htm_tree, current_node, 
cluster.var ); 
  
            inv_jac_prop((1+(dof*(i-1))),:) = rrall + wvarray(1,:); 
            inv_jac_prop((2+(dof*(i-1))),:) = rrall2 + wvarray(2,:); 
            inv_jac_prop((3+(dof*(i-1))),:) = rrall3 + wvarray(3,:); 
            inv_jac_prop((4+(dof*(i-1))),:) = wxarray(1,:); 
            inv_jac_prop((5+(dof*(i-1))),:) = wxarray(2,:); 
            inv_jac_prop((6+(dof*(i-1))),:) = wxarray(3,:); 
            cluster.propinvjac = inv_jac_prop; 
        end 
    end 
     
end 
   
% Further notes 
% For each Robot in the cluster, the following Algorithm is compiled. 
% V = V_final + sumall ((product of rotations)*(local_velocity + 
(global_angular_velocity x local position) ) ) 
  
%However, the algorithm expands this as 
 %V = V_final + sumall ((product of rotations)*local_velocity + (product of 




function [ RRwxp, RRwyp ] = rotatedwxp3( t, current_node, 
variablesyms,RR,py,px ) 
  
    par =5; 
    wxarray = zeros(1,numel(variablesyms)); 
  
    while par>0 
        par = t.getparent(current_node); 
        tpar = t.get(par); 
        rz = acos(tpar(1,1)); 
         
        for j=1:numel(variablesyms)    % To find rz's position in cluster.var 
            check = 2* (variablesyms(j)/rz); 
            if check ==2 
                break; 
            else 
            end 
        end 
  
        wxarray(j) = 1; 
        current_node = par; 
        par = t.getparent(current_node); 
    end 
  
    RRwxp= wxarray* (-RR(1,1)*py +RR(1,2)*px); 





function [ RRwxp, RRwyp, RRwzp ] = rotatedwxp6( t, current_node, 
variablesyms,RR,py,px, pz ) 
% This function gets the cross product, then multiplies it by the Rotation 
% Matrices 
  
    par =5; 
    wxarray = zeros(3,numel(variablesyms)); 
  
    while par>0 
        par = t.getparent(current_node); 
        tpar = t.get(par); 
        ry = asin(-tpar(3,1)); 
        rz = asin(tpar(2,1)/cos(ry)); 
        rx = asin(tpar(3,2)/cos(ry)); 
  
        % Find Rx's position in the cluster.var 
        for j=1:numel(variablesyms)  
            check = 2* (variablesyms(j)/rx); 
            if check ==2 
                wxarray(1,j) = 1; 
            else 
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                wxarray(1,j) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
         
               
        % Find Ry's position in the cluster.var 
        for k=1:numel(variablesyms) 
            check = 2* (variablesyms(k)/ry); 
            if check ==2 
                wxarray(2,k) = 1; 
            else 
                wxarray(2,k) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
  
         
        % Find Rz's position in the cluster.var 
        for l=1:numel(variablesyms)  
            check = 2* (variablesyms(l)/rz); 
            if check ==2 
                wxarray(3,l) = 1; 
            else 
                wxarray(3,l) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
         
        current_node = par; 
        par = t.getparent(current_node); 
    end 
  
    RRwxp= (RR(1,1)*(wxarray(2,:)*pz- wxarray(3,:)*py)  +  
RR(1,2)*(wxarray(3,:)*px- wxarray(1,:)*pz)   +  RR(1,3)*(wxarray(1,:)*py- 
wxarray(2,:)*px)); 
    RRwyp= (RR(2,1)*(wxarray(2,:)*pz- wxarray(3,:)*py)  +  
RR(2,2)*(wxarray(3,:)*px- wxarray(1,:)*pz)   +  RR(2,3)*(wxarray(1,:)*py- 
wxarray(2,:)*px)); 
    RRwzp= (RR(3,1)*(wxarray(2,:)*pz- wxarray(3,:)*py)  +  





B.4.8 thefinv3.m  
function [ wvarray ] = thefinv3( t, current_node,variablesyms ) 
% This function calculates the final velocity 
  
    v1 = t.get(current_node); wxx = v1(1,3); wyy = v1(2,3); 
  
% To find ww's position in variably syms 
    wvarray = zeros(1,numel(variablesyms)); 
  
    for j=1:numel(variablesyms) 
        check = 2* (variablesyms(j)/wxx); 
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        if check ==2 
            break; 
        else 
        end 
    end 
     
    for k=1:numel(variablesyms) 
        check = 2* (variablesyms(k)/wyy); 
        if check ==2 
            break; 
        else 
        end 
    end 
  





function [ wvarray ] = thefinv6( t, current_node,variablesyms ) 
% This Function calculates the final velocity 
    v1 = t.get(current_node); 
    wxx = v1(1,4);   wyy = v1(2,4);    wzz = v1(3,4); 
     
%To find ww's position in variably syms 
    wvarray = zeros(1,numel(variablesyms));  
  
    for j=1:numel(variablesyms) 
        check = 2* (variablesyms(j)/wxx); 
        if check ==2 
            break; 
        else 
        end 
    end 
     
    for k=1:numel(variablesyms) 
        check = 2* (variablesyms(k)/wyy); 
        if check ==2 
            break; 
        else 
        end 
    end 
     
    for l=1:numel(variablesyms) 
        check = 2* (variablesyms(l)/wzz); 
        if check ==2 
            break; 
        else 
        end 
    end 
     






function [ wxarray ] = thewthing3( t, current_node, variablesyms ) 
%THEWTHING3 Calculates the angular velocity 
%   This program calculates the angular velocity for the cluster. It is 
%   called in the function invjacfxn.m 
  
    par=5; 
    wxarray = zeros(1,numel(variablesyms)); 
    while par>=0 
        tpar = t.get(current_node); 
        ww = acos(tpar(1,1)); 
  
        %To find ww's position in variable syms 
        for j=1:numel(variablesyms) 
            check = 2* (variablesyms(j)/ww); 
            if check ==2 
               wxarray(j) = 1;      
               break 
            else 
               % wxarray(j) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
  
         
         
        if current_node==1 
            break; 
        else 
            current_node = t.getparent(current_node); 
            par = t.getparent(current_node); 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
 B.4.11 thewthing6.m 
function [ wxarray ] = thewthing6( t, current_node, variablesyms ) 
%THEWTHING6 Calculates the angular velocity 
%   This function is called from the function invjacfxn.m 
  
    par=5; 
    wxarray = zeros(3,numel(variablesyms)); 
    while par>=0 
        tpar = t.get(current_node); 
        ry = asin(-tpar(3,1)); 
        rz = asin(tpar(2,1)/cos(ry)); 
        rx = asin(tpar(3,2)/cos(ry)); 
  
        for j=1:numel(variablesyms) % Gets Ry's position in cluster.var 
            check = 2* (variablesyms(j)/ry); 
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            if check ==2 
                wxarray(2,j) = 1; 
                break; 
            else 
              %  wxarray(2,j) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
  
  
        for k=1:numel(variablesyms) % Gets Rz's position in cluster.var 
            check = 2* (variablesyms(k)/rz); 
            if check ==2 
                wxarray(3,k) = 1; 
                break; 
            else 
             %   wxarray(3,k) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
  
        for l=1:numel(variablesyms) % Gets Rx's position in cluster.var 
            check = 2* (variablesyms(l)/rx); 
            if check ==2 
                wxarray(1,l) = 1; 
                break; 
            else 
           %     wxarray(1,l) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
  
        if current_node==1 
            break 
        else 
            current_node = t.getparent(current_node); 
            par = t.getparent(current_node); 
        end 
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𝑅ND U = 𝜔D = (	 	NOP+ 	 𝑅	O:+O:, )	 𝜃OO:+ 	NP+ 		 	 	 (Eq	45)	
	
This	equation	is	also	identical	to	the	equation	that	was	obtained	via	the	propagation	technique	
(Equation	24).	
	
	Arriving	at	the	propagation	equations	by	taking	derivatives	of	the	inverse	kinematics	shows	that	
the	propagation	method	of	computing	the	inverse	kinematic	equations	is	valid.	
	
